
1.  Go to HirePaths.com/profile. Look at the blue Real Success Stories by industry box on the right. 
Here you’ll see a list of the 12 industries featured on HirePaths.com. Industries are broad groups 
of businesses that make things or provide services. Which three industries would you like to 
learn more about? Write your three answers here: 

2.  For the following questions, click on the industry needed, then read or watch the stories until 
you find the person each prompt is looking for. 

   Click on Medical to start exploring. Who started their career journey as a barber before 
following in their mother’s footsteps and becoming a nurse at Stormont Vail Health?

  Click on Agriculture and Animal Health. Which profile features someone who has always loved 
animals and uses their passion to oversee the entire animal collection at Lee Richardson Zoo? 

   Click on Aerospace and Aviation. Which person’s job involves talking with students in school 
about all the career paths available at Spirit AeroSystems?  

  Click on Construction. Which Midwest Minerals employee started with the company back in 
1995 and is now the business’s president?

  Click on Manufacturing. Which boat-building apprentice wanted to be a sea captain when he 
was younger? 

  Click on Energy. Which employee of Milligan Wind Farm chose to write a high school paper 
about wind turbine technicians and then became one?

  Click on Technology. Who joined the Army Reserve with his two brothers after graduating from 
high school and now works for UPS and the after-school program Real Mean Real Leaders? 

   Click on Culinary and Food Service. Which woman has worked as a server, trained at culinary 
school and worked for the Red Robin chain in Las Vegas before moving back to Kansas to 
become an executive chef? 

CAREER SCAVENGER HUNT
Spend some time learning about career options for people living in Kansas. Use this 
scavenger hunt to help you explore all the stories about interesting jobs on HirePaths.com. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Version 2



  Click on Service. Who wants to make their clients feel confident and enjoys flexing creative 
muscles at work? 

  Click on Public Service. Which person hopped around trying many different jobs before finding 
their passion as an elementary school teacher? 

   Click on Business and Administrative. Which professional has been with HAMM Companies 
since the Monday after their high school graduation? 

  Click on Transportation. Who grew up in Mexico, has always loved children and enjoys working 
with them every day as a bus paraeducator? 

3.  Look through the Real Success Stories under the three industry categories you wrote down 
in question #1. Pick at least three stories that sound interesting to you as a possible career. Read 
those profiles closely. For each story, write down the profile subject’s name, their job title and why 
this job interests you.

 STORY #1

 Person’s name: 

 Professional title: 

  Why does this  
job interest you?

 STORY #2

 Person’s name:  

 Professional title:
 
  Why does this  

job interest you?

 STORY #3

 Person’s name:

 Professional title: 

  Why does this  
job interest you?



CAREER SCAVENGER HUNT

ANSWER KEY Version 2

1.  Go to HirePaths.com/profile. Look at the blue Real Success Stories by industry box on the right. 
Here you’ll see a list of the 12 industries featured on HirePaths.com. Industries are broad groups 
of businesses that make things or provide services. Which three industries would you like to 
learn more about? Write your three answers here: 

2.  For the following questions, click on the industry needed, then read or watch the stories until 
you find the person each prompt is looking for. 

   Click on Medical to start exploring. Who started their career journey as a barber before 
following in their mother’s footsteps and becoming a nurse at Stormont Vail Health?

  Click on Agriculture and Animal Health. Which profile features someone who has always loved 
animals and uses their passion to oversee the entire animal collection at Lee Richardson Zoo? 

   Click on Aerospace and Aviation. Which person’s job involves talking with students in school 
about all the career paths available at Spirit AeroSystems?  

  Click on Construction. Which Midwest Minerals employee started with the company back in 
1995 and is now the business’s president?

  Click on Manufacturing. Which boat-building apprentice wanted to be a sea captain when he 
was younger? 

  Click on Energy. Which employee of Milligan Wind Farm chose to write a high school paper 
about wind turbine technicians and then became one?

  Click on Technology. Who joined the Army Reserve with his two brothers after graduating from 
high school and now works for UPS and the after-school program Real Mean Real Leaders? 

   Click on Culinary and Food Service. Which woman has worked as a server, trained at culinary 
school and worked for the Red Robin chain in Las Vegas before moving back to Kansas to 
become an executive chef? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

MELINDA HERRIG

PABLO HOLGUIN

ALEX HAMEL

STEVE SLOAN

MAVERICK AGGSON

COLIN SIKES

JONAS CRUZ

KATI BUTRICO



  Click on Service. Who wants to make their clients feel confident and enjoys flexing creative 
muscles at work? 

  Click on Public Service. Which person hopped around trying many different jobs before finding 
their passion as an elementary school teacher? 

   Click on Business and Administrative. Which professional has been with HAMM Companies 
since the Monday after their high school graduation? 

  Click on Transportation. Who grew up in Mexico, has always loved children and enjoys working 
with them every day as a bus paraeducator? 

3.  Look through the Real Success Stories under the three industry categories you wrote down 
in question #1. Pick at least three stories that sound interesting to you as a possible career. Read 
those profiles closely. For each story, write down the profile subject’s name, their job title and why 
this job interests you.

 STORY #1

 Person’s name: 

 Professional title: 

  Why does this  
job interest you?

 STORY #2

 Person’s name:  

 Professional title:
 
  Why does this  

job interest you?

 STORY #3

 Person’s name:

 Professional title: 

  Why does this  
job interest you?

HALEY RAPP

KRISTIN RAY

RAMON GONZALES 

VERONICA LARA 


